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Approvals are critical to maintain business process flow. A typical approval request passes through multiple points of
approvals before it becomes actionable. In most organizations, especially where every other activity requires prior
approval – the process tends to slow down due to the unavailability of the decision maker.

Email Based Approval
While NAV provides for automated approval process easing traceability and reducing error probability, some challenges
remain. Pending approvals in case the approving authority is out-of-office and doesn’t have access to NAV create
bottlenecks.
To overcome this challenge, Alletec has developed Email based Approvals – a functionality which makes it possible for
anyone to respond to a request by mail without having to access NAV.
Whenever a request is raised to an individual, the system would automatically send an email notification to his/her mail
inbox with details of the request and quick links to approve or reject the request directly from their inbox. In case the
request is assigned to multiple approvers, any approver from the group can approve or reject the request. The email
notification contains details such as the Document No (Quote/Order/Invoice), Amount, Requestor ID, Vendor details and
Due Date along with Document & Approval specific comments. Once a request is responded to, an email notifying
approval/rejection is sent to the requestor.

Feature Highlights







Approver does not require access to NAV
Documents can be Approved or Rejected by clicking the link in mail
E-Mail template can be customized as required
Group of approvers can be defined; any one of group member can approve or reject the document
Approval and rejection of documents can be done through mobile interface
Mail notification is sent to the requestor once the document gets approved or rejected

I. Create document in NAV and assign request to approver
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Email Layout Sent to Approver

Benefits
Simplifies & fastens document approval process without login to NAV
Helps approver to take suitable action through detailed notification e-mail
Eases management of follow up history
Two way notifications keep requestor and approver updated on the go
Improves traceability and control over document approvals
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